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Axis adds wireless capability to its video offerings – introduces two new WLAN products

Axis Communications today introduced two new products that add wireless capability to all its networked video and print server products. The 802.11b Wireless Device Point and 802.11b Wireless Access Point both addresses the fast growing demand for cost-efficient, high-quality wireless solutions. With this introduction, Axis continues to strengthen its competitive edge over its competitors by adding the ability to operate any Axis network video product in fully integrated wireless environments.

Different wireless technologies are emerging on the market. Bluetooth and 802.11b WLAN (wireless local area network) are two of the most recognized technologies that have both received significant interest and support from the industry. The two new WLAN products from Axis complements and supports the company’s existing network video product range as well as its wireless print servers.

The 802.11b Wireless Device Point provides networked devices with the ability to communicate wirelessly. The device point, or bridge as it is commonly called, connects to the Ethernet port of any network camera or video server, and provides a transparent connection to an existing WLAN infrastructure, via a wireless access point. This solution gives customers the advantage of having wireless connection options with any choice of Axis network video products, ranging from high-end pan, tilt, zoom cameras and video servers, to basic remote monitoring cameras and video servers. This also gives Axis a competitive edge over competitors with only one or two wireless video product offerings.

The 802.11b Wireless Access Point connects to a local area network infrastructure, enabling a LAN to communicate wirelessly with 802.11b-enabled products. It is an easy-to-use, entry-level wireless access point that can be used together with Axis’ network video products and the 802.11b device point, in addition to Axis’ 802.11b print server, the AXIS 5900. With the addition of this wireless access point offering, Axis is able to provide a complete 802.11b wireless networking solution for surveillance or printing, enabling an even broader application range as well as flexibility by putting an end to cable constraints.

The products will be showcased at CeBIT, March 12-19 in Booth G34, Hall 15 and will be available through Axis’ distribution channels from February 24, 2003. Product images are available at: www.axis.com

About Axis
Axis increases the value of network solutions. The company is an innovative market leader in network video and print servers. Axis’ products and solutions are focused on applications such as security surveillance, remote monitoring and document management. The products are based on in-house developed chip technology, which is also sold to third parties. Axis was founded in 1984 and is listed on the Stockholmsborsen (XSSE:AXIS). Axis operates globally with offices in 14 countries and in cooperation with distributors, system integrators and OEM partners in 70 countries. Markets outside Sweden account for more than 95 % of sales. Information about Axis can be found at www.axis.com
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